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Running about 37 minutes over the course of ten tracks, Great Animal (2017) is an
instrumental rock album recorded by my group, Most Bodacious, and engineered, mixed, and
mastered by Jacob Folk. The following documentation will cover Great Animal’s composition,
production, post-production, publication, distribution, and overall significance in five
corresponding sections. The main purpose of this paper is not only to introduce and promote my
first major work, but also to provide tangible results of my musical studies at The Colorado
College (CC) and, furthermore, to purport individual engagement and discovery through the
record.
I. COMPOSITION
Objectives. In essence, three main goals guided the process of composing Great Animal:
expression, exploration, and expansion. Regarding expression, it was important to convey our
individuality with respect to both ourselves and Most Bodacious as a whole. Moreover, we
wanted to make viewers feel what we felt, hear what we heard, and travel where we traveled
both emotionally and intellectually. To elaborate on Great Animal’s explorative aim, one could
call the music experimental, as it explores a variety of moods, concepts, and devices with
attempts at musical discovery. This leads to the third objective of expansion; Most Bodacious’s
record-debut serves to grow the scope of our musicianship, viewer-base, and performanceopportunities.
Members and Background. To achieve such goals, it helped to have a solid team. My
brother, Eli Sashihara (bass), and I (drums, piano, electronics, guitar, vocals) have been playing
together in various projects since 2003. From 2007 to 2014, we composed, performed, and
recorded as a bass-and-drums duo. This six-year period yielded stylistic elements that would
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carry over to Most Bodacious. For example, the bass’s role in Great Animal is often more
central than supportive, as can be heard in pieces like “That’s What She Said” (Track 3),
“Rootbeer” (Track 4), “Neurogenesis” (Track 8), and “Lethologica” (Track 9). Additionally,
achieving a full-sounding aesthetic as a duo required the drum-set to be treated not just as one
instrument, but also as a conglomerate of percussive voices. As a result, the drumming in Most
Bodacious is multidimensional, even carrying an almost-orchestral aesthetic at times—such as
the penultimate section in “Sabu Dabu” (Track 10), where the toms act as timpani.
The true birth of Most Bodacious occurred in the Fall of 2014, when Ken Arimura
(guitar, drums, vocals) joined our ensemble as a fellow CC undergraduate. While I myself had
composed and recorded for multiple instruments in the past, Ken’s addition to the group
unchained me from the drums in a major way. With someone else to fill the drum-chair, I was
able to progress as a multi-instrumentalist, resulting in pieces like “Lift-Off” (Track 1) and later
“Soccer Dad” (Track 7, which was written after Most Bodacious became a quartet). By the time
fellow CC student Jack McGarvey (guitar) joined at the end of the following Summer (2015),
Most Bodacious had composed and performed a handful of pieces, two of which then developed
into tracks on Great Animal: “Lethologica” (Track 9) and the aforementioned opening number.
In these pieces and in general, Jack completes the instrumental textures and has also proven to be
a valuable asset in both performance and composition. One can observe his musical prowess in
pieces like “Peninsula” (Track 5), “Arquimedes Hammock” (Track 6), and “Soccer Dad” (Track
7), where he plays the only guitar-part.
Creative Process. Overall, the album’s process of composition boiled down to three key
features. First, as a band of four individuals, we employed diverse modes of musical thought.
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Part of this stems from the variation among us in musical backgrounds and tastes. For example,
Ken and I have more training in music theory than Jack and Eli—who, conversely, are more
specialized with their instrumentation than us two. With respect to the band-members’ musical
tastes, one could say that Ken and Jack are more oriented toward Math-Rock, while Eli and I are
more based in Post-Rock. These musical labels warrant explanation due to their relative
obscurity, which, for this reason and several others, is a complicated task that could call for an
entire dissertation in itself. For this project’s intents and purposes, each music’s distinguishing
characteristics, related styles, and prominent artists are listed in Figure 1 (page 4). It should be
noted that there are vast stylistic spectrums continuing to evolve within each genre, such that
neither conform to a single, dominant aesthetic. Likewise, Most Bodacious does not conform to
a single sound or ideal (at least in musical intention). For example, “Rootbeer” (Track 4) bears
little-to-no stylistic resemblance to the other numbers on the album. Depending on the piece, we
may aim for a specific effect or array of effects, but in general, categories and labels do not direct
our work; they only describe it.
It is also worth mentioning that all band-members in Most Bodacious have studied
different disciplines at CC, which adds to this group’s intellectual diversity in musically tangible
ways. For example, the title of Track 8, “Neurogenesis,” drew inspiration from my brother’s
studies in the field of neuroscience. Additionally, my background in music technology facilitated
the incorporation of samples, effects (non-guitar), and MIDI devices in Most Bodacious’s live
performance.
The variety of musical thought among the four of us benefited the next key aspect of our
creative process: a variable mixture of individual and collaborative drafting. Often, one or some
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Math-Rock

Post-Rock

Relation to rock music
Advanced technique
Involved phrasing

Relation to rock music
Deviance from rock conventions

Rock-instruments
Unconventional meters
Harmonic sophistication
Involved rhythms
Unconventional phrasing
Loudness
Extended techniques

Rock instruments
Non-rock instruments
Dissonance as consonance
Experimental sounds/devices
Unconventional phrasing
Extended techniques

Stylistic
Precedents

Rock and Roll
Progressive Rock
Metal
Fusion
Jazz
Experimental
Blues
Baroque
Classical
Romantic
Avant Garde
Rhythm and Blues

Rock and Roll
Experimental
Romantic
Avante Gard
Minimalism
Drone
Musica Concrete
Jazz
Fusion
Post-Hardcore
Electronic
Funk
Independent Rock
Hard Rock
Blues
Ambient
World-Music
Rhythm and Blues
Progressive Rock

Other Related
Genres

Post-Rock
Independent Rock
Mathcore
Art-Rock

Math-Rock
Shoegaze
Chill Wave
Art-Rock

Prominent
Artists

Alarmist
Battles
Chinese Football
Chon
Covet
El Ten-Eleven
The Fall of Troy
King Crimson
Minus the Bear
Piglet
Tabula Rasa

Battles
Explosions in the Sky
Godspeed You! Black Emperor
King Crimson
Mogwai
Pell Mell
Slint
Stereolab
Tortoise
Ui
This Will Destroy You

Essential
Features

Typical
Characteristics

Figure 1. Table with descriptions of the Math-Rock and Post-Rock genres (non-exhaustive).

of us would bring an idea, enabling the other members to go in directions where they would not
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necessarily go otherwise. For instance, I found this to be the case when Ken and Jack brought
“Soccer Dad” (Track 7) to the table; in the process of writing my piano part, I broke new ground
for myself in playing and thinking about the instrument. That is to say, I gained both chops and
intuition in playing to others’ chord progressions.
More often than not, the pieces string together a variety of individual contributions, even
if we had to figure how to transition from one tempo, time, or key to another. As a result, our
music tends to go many places. For example, “Evil Orca” (Track 2) starts in six-eight time,
moves to a new tempo in four-four, and finishes in five-eight. Additionally, “Sabu Dabu” (Track
10) starts and finishes in entirely different tempos and keys.
Finally, live and recorded performance have played crucial roles in our music’s
development. At times, live performance drove the inspiration. For example, I thought that it
would be interesting to start a live set by sampling CBS’s original coverage of the Apollo 13
launch. I put together a harmonic structure, Eli added a riff that became a section, we all jammed
it out to see what worked and what did not, and the end result was the album’s first track, “LiftOff”. At other times, the recording process yielded its own compositional paradigm, like in
“Rootbeer” (Track 4), which I produced by myself entirely in Ableton Live. The piece
comprises four voices: MIDI drum rack; bass synthesizer; and two guitar synthesizers. Overall,
every piece on the album became more polished thanks to both live and recorded performance.
Not only did we improvise live, but we also received real-time feedback from our audiences. In
studio performance, we experimented with various devices while also adding definition and
consistency to our parts.
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achieving a short reverberation time and even frequency response in the room. We mainly relied
on absorption to treat the room, using mattresses, cushions, a rug, and various other items.
Filling out the room also added sound diffusion. When it came time to record, we took measures
to isolate the different sound-sources. Jack’s amp went under the wooden stairs leading to the
basement, surrounded by foam and a mattress. Ken’s amp went in the bedroom closet, which we
packed with clothes. We also stuck towels underneath the door between the drum and control
rooms to further their acoustic separation.
Spacial management not only entailed handling one space, but also moving between
places. For “Soccer Dad” (Track 7), I recorded my opening piano line on the grand piano in
Shove Chapel; instead of finding a sound for a room, I found a room for a sound. In all cases,
though, microphone placement was of tantamount importance. With one condenser and three
dynamic microphones, I was able to capture the sound of the room in a stereo image. This and
the guitar-amp microphone placements were straight-forward enough. In general, though, the
real test was getting a good drum sound. We used a total of six microphones to record the drum
tracks: a Sennheiser e604 clip-on microphone for each of the three toms; an Audix D6 for the
bass-drum; a Rhode SM7 for the snare-drum; and two Rhode NT5 directional ribbonmicrophones to function as overheads—one pointing downward at the center of the snare-drum’s
top head, the other placed equidistantly and directed toward the same spot from above the first
floor-tom (see the photo on the right in Figure 2).
Tracking. For each track, the first step was getting a good drum take. The other
instruments were recorded afterward. The parts that each member played are listed below
(Figure 3). Once the takes were ready, the project moved on to the post-production phase.
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Figure 3. Table of recorded parts in Great Animal.

III. POST-PRODUCTION
Editing. The editing process entailed managing the takes, resolving tracking issues, and
making compositional revisions. Perhaps the most problematic track was “Neurogenesis” (Track
8). We had to end it in a fade-out, because the drum take did not finish well. Additionally, there
was a consistently misplaced suspended-fourth in the guitar that clashed with the third in the bass
and deflated the chorus. In general, all the players except Eli had trouble with that track; Jacob
Folk ended up stringing together several of Jack’s takes, and Ken decided to sit out entirely. That
being said, our engineer did a fantastic job and saved the track.
Mixing and Mastering. Concurrently, we kept an active dialogue with Jacob as he
mixed the album; he would send us his edits, and we would give him feedback. In addition to
adjusting levels and sounds, we added studio-effects. For instance, we applied a mixture of
delay and auto-panning to Jack’s guitar at times in “That’s What She Said” (Track 3). Once we
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played online in blogs and radio-shows, such as The Math Rock News, Undiscovered Rock
Radio, Le Cours de Math, and several others. The fact that the album has received such a
positive reception, despite its lack of advertisement by Most Bodacious in forums other than
social media and word-of-mouth, testifies to the music’s ability to engage listeners.
Opportunities. The second point of extrinsic significance is that Great Animal has
yielded opportunities for further progression on multiple levels. For the band as a whole, our
record-debut’s initial success serves as a proof-of-concept that encourages further output from
Most Bodacious. With a viable product to offer both consumers and industry-professionals, this
project can be taken to the next level; we are currently discussing touring and promotional
prospects in various regions of North America as our network continues to expand. Additionally,
the album’s release has attracted invitations to collaborate and tour with other musicians; Eli and
I have been invited to tour with Easy Baby in Montreal and singer/songwriter Danny Golden in
the U.S, and Ken toured with Park Strangers.
For myself as an individual, the musical progress that I made through the production of
Great Animal has opened new avenues of further development. In a sense, the work reflects a
musical transformation that I have undergone while at The Colorado College; that is to say, I
went from being an instrumentalist to becoming a composer. Essential to this transformation
was not only the act of creating, but also the process of developing my multi-instrumental
aptitude. For instance, I spent no less than fifteen man-hours recording the piano part in “Soccer
Dad” (Track 7), and in that time, I went from struggling with the mechanics of the part to
expressing my feelings in the notes. In this way, I furthered my command of the keyboard, on
which I soloed successfully for the first time at the end of “Lift-Off” (Track 1). My
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improvement as a pianist has encouraged advancement to other instruments, such as B-Flat
trumpet, upright bass, and various modular synthesizers. Learning instruments is like learning
languages; the more that are studied, the easier it is for more to be studied.
In addition to progressing as a composer and multi-instrumentalist, I have advanced as a
music technician. Part of what made the experience so enriching was Jacob Folk’s involvement
in the project. The ability to consult and observe a technical professional throughout the entire
production process allowed me to both refine and expand my own knowledge and skills in music
technology—microphone-placement, mixing, editing, effect-processing, acoustics, knowledge of
equipment, and more. Since then, I have used this growth as a springboard to pursue further
study in the field through both personal projects and formal instruction at The Colorado College;
I am currently recording an E.P. with an Independent Rock group called Despairagus. As a
music-technician (and musician in general), the knowledge and experience that I gained from
working on Great Animal has since facilitated demonstrable progress in my musical career.
As well as opening prospects for Most Bodacious and me, it is my hope and belief that
our music contributes to something beyond ourselves. Incorporating elements of various musics
—Math-Rock, Post-Rock, Art-Rock, Chill Wave, Electronic, Experimental, Metal, Jazz, Latin,
Classical, Blues, and others—, our eclectic style presents an opportunity to engage listeners of
diverse musical dispositions, hence helping to connect people, communities, and scenes. Further
progression with Most Bodacious will hopefully expand the scope of CC’s public sphere, as well
as contribute to the school’s reputation. Aspirations of fame and glory aside, though, I aim to
offer inspiration and contribute to the progress of music as we know it. For now, the time for
discussion is over; Great Animal marks the beginning of a musical odyssey.

